Identification Stage

Step One—Identify Pathways.
Step Two—Organize your programs of study in each Pathway (Associate Degrees, Certificates, Skill Sets, and Concentrations) [Figure A].
Step Three—Determine the number of students in each program.
Step Four—Calculate the total number of students in each pathway (sum of each program).
Step Five—Convert number of students in each program to a percentage of the total student population within the appropriate pathway.

Organization Stage

Step Six—Create an Excel document (or other preferred method) [Figure B].
Step Seven—List every unique class within the pathway (represented by its own row).
Step Eight—List all programs of study within the pathway (represented by its own column).
Step Nine—Identify percentage of pathway from Figure A and assign it to the cell above the specific program of study on the Excel document.
Step Ten—For each individual class, mark the corresponding cell in which it is a requirement for the specific program of study.
Step Eleven—Add the percentages of pathway (listed above each program from Figure A) for each class (as identified by your marks) to give you the total percentage of the entire pathway the individual class is required (assigned to the left of each class cell).
Step Twelve— Starting with the highest percentages of pathway classes (listed on the left of each course in Figure B) begin building first semester. At Jackson College we have all students taking SEM 140 in their first semester and tried to get a class that was specific to the pathway (outside of math and English). Based on faculty feedback and pre requisite issues certain percentages are higher further down a pathway. [See Figure C].

Step Thirteen— Build as many common semesters as possible (Jackson College attempted two common semesters per pathway).

Step Fourteen— Begin branching out common programs based on class requirements.

Step Fifteen— Identify completion points for Associate Degrees, Certificates, Skill Sets and Concentrations.

**Figure C**
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